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Gary Owen Caris (CA SBN 088918)
gcaris@btlaw.com
BARNES & THORNBURG LLP
2029 Century Park East, Suite 300
Los Angeles, California 90067
Telephone: (310) 284-3880
Facsimile: (310) 284-3894

Attorneys for Temporary Receiver
ROBB EVANS & ASSOCIATES LLC

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

NATIONSTAR MORTGAGE LLC, 

Plaintiff,

PATRICK JOSEPH SORIA, an 
individual; WEST H&A, LLC, a 
Delaware Limited Liability Company; 
WARRANTED EFFECTUATION OF 
SUBSTITUTE TRANSFEREE INC, 
AKA W.E.S.T Inc., a Delaware 
Corporation; WESTWOOD LEGAL, a 
California Corporation; WESTWARD 
LEGAL, a California Corporation; 
BRIGHTON LEGAL GROUP, PC, a 
dissolved California Corporation; BLG 
PC NATIONAL BY BRIGHTON 
LEGAL GROUP, INC., a Delaware 
Corporation; DEUTSCHE MELLON 
NATIONAL ASSET, LLC, a 
Wyoming Limited Liability Company; 
CHRISTIANA WILMINGTON 
GLOBAL ASSET CORP., a Delaware 
Corporation; HSBC US IN ITS 
CAPACITY AS LEGAL TITLE 
HOLDER INCORPORATED, a 
Delaware Corporation: CAMDEN 
LEGAL GROUP, PC, a dissolved 
California Corporation; TAMYRA 
WHITE, an individual; GEORGE 
WESLEY JR. PIERCE, an individual: 
GRICELA MENDOZA, an individual; 
BERNARD GERMANI, an individual; 
REBEKAH BROWN, an individual;

Case No. 2:18-cv-03041 DSF (RAOx)

TEMPORARY RECEIVER’S 
INITIAL REPORT TO THE COURT

Preliminary Injunction Hearing:

Date: May 7, 2018
Time: 1:30 p.m
Place: First Street Courthouse

350 West 1st Street, Courtroom 7D 
Los Angeles, CA 90012
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MICHAEL C. JACKSON, an 
individual; CYNTHIA LARA, an 
individual; F. MARTINEZ, an 
individual; JENNY DE LEON, an 
individual; ELBA CHAVEZ, an 
individual; RYAN ALEXANDER 
URQUIZU, an individual; ROGER 
FRANKLIN, an individual; AND 
WHATEVER NAME THEY MAY 
DO BUSINESS UNDER; and DOES 1 
through 10 inclusive,

Defendants.

TO: THE HONORABLE DALE S. FISCHER, UNITED STATES 

DISTRICT JUDGE:

Robb Evans & Associates LLC, as Temporary Receiver in the above- 

captioned matter (“Temporary Receiver”), submits this initial report to the Court as 

required pursuant to Section 7 of the receivership provisions set forth in the Order 

Granting Plaintiff Nationstar Mortgage LLC’s Ex Parte Application for a 

Temporary Restraining Order With Asset Freeze; Order to Show Cause Why 

Preliminary Injunction Should Not Issue; Granting Nationstar Mortgage LLC’s Ex 

Parte Application for an Appointment of Temporary Receiver and Other Equitable 

Relief; and Order to Show Cause Why a Permanent Receiver Should Not Be 

Appointed (Document 20; “TRO”). The Temporary Receiver is required to report 

to the Court on or before the date set for hearing on the preliminary injunction and 

appointment of a permanent receiver regarding:

(1) the steps taken by the Temporary Receiver to 

implement the terms of this Order; (2) the value of all 

liquidated and unliquidated assets of the Receivership 

Defendants; (3) the sum of all liabilities of the 

Receivership Defendants; (4) the steps the Temporary

-2-
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Receiver intends to take in the future to: (a) prevent any 

diminution in the value of assets of the Receivership 

Defendants, (b) pursue receivership assets from third 

parties, and (c) adjust the liabilities of the Receivership 

Defendants, if appropriate; (5) the Temporary Receiver’s 

assessment of whether the business can be operated in 

compliance with this Order; and (6) any other matters 

which the Temporary Receiver believes should be 

brought to the Court’s attention.

As required by the TRO, the Temporary Receiver reports to the Court as 

follows:

(1) The steps taken by the Temporary Receiver to implement the 

terms of the TRO:
The Temporary Receiver has taken a number of steps to attempt to 

implement the terms of the TRO beginning on April 23, 2018.

Initially, the Temporary Receiver went to all potential business locations 

described in the TRO at page 13, in order to take possession and control of the 

business premises of the Receivership Defendants. The Temporary Receiver 

learned that the premises at 433 N. Camden Drive, Sixth Floor #7, Beverly Hills, 

had been vacated by the Receivership Defendants. The premises at 10940 Wilshire 

Blvd., Suite 1600, Los Angeles; 2500 Broadway Avenue, Suite F-125, Building F, 

Santa Monica; and 10880 Wilshire Blvd., #1101, Los Angeles were “virtual 

offices” and those three locations were used by the Receivership Defendants only 

for the purpose of receiving mail. The Temporary Receiver served the TRO on the 

persons apparently in charge of each of those three locations. Steps have been taken 

to secure and re-direct the mail addressed to the Receivership Defendants at those 

locations. The mail which has been obtained from these offices paints a bleak 

picture of the Receivership Defendants’ malfeasance in protecting homeowners,

-3 -
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including three notices of property taxes due, six scheduled foreclosure sales, one 

scheduled tax sale, three notices of default, and numerous monthly statements from 

lenders showing large amounts of mortgage payments due and unpaid.

The premises at 9663 Santa Monica Blvd., #1459, Beverly Hills, was a 

corporate post office location, also used solely for the receipt of mail. The 

Temporary Receiver was advised that the Receivership Defendants’ post office box 

there had been closed in December 2017. The sixth location listed in the TRO, 433 

N. Camden Drive, 4th Floor, Beverly Hills, apparently had been used for the 

Receivership Defendants’ loan modification processing activities and was also 

vacant at the inception of the receivership. In addition, the Temporary Receiver 

was advised by Plaintiffs counsel of another potential location in Van Nuys, 

California. The Temporary Receiver went to that location and determined that 

another business unaffiliated with the Receivership Defendants was operating there. 

Therefore, the Temporary Receiver has been unable to locate and take control of 

any active business premises.

As more particularly discussed in the Temporary Receiver’s recent Ex Parte 

Application for Order Modifying Temporary Restraining Order and Order 

Appointing a Temporary Receiver (Document 29; “Receiver’s Ex Parte 

Application”), which was granted by the Court pursuant to its Order entered May 1, 

2018 (Document 30; “Order Modifying Receivership”), the Temporary Receiver 

telephoned and e-mailed defendant Patrick Joseph Soria (“Soria”) in an effort to 

meet with him either in person or telephonically in order to discuss his compliance 

with the TRO and to obtain information about the Receivership Defendants. This 

was especially important since no physical locations for the Receivership 

Defendants had been discovered and no electronic or paper documentation of the 

Receivership Defendants had been located by the Temporary Receiver. Soria never 

contacted the Temporary Receiver.

The Temporary Receiver also attempted to enlist the assistance of two

-4-
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lawyers, Joseph Hart and Neil Scotti, who were representing Soria and numerous 

Receivership Defendants in at least 22 lawsuits, to instruct Soria to contact the 

Temporary Receiver. The Temporary Receiver also requested that they instruct 

Soria to provide the Temporary Receiver with the location of and access to all 

electronic and paper accounting records for the Receivership Defendants’; the 

location of all business operations for the Receivership Defendants’; the location of 

and access to all electronic and paper consumer records; a list of all tax 

identification numbers for the Receivership Defendants; and a list of all bank 

accounts, by bank name and account number, for the Receivership Defendants.

Hart and Scotti were generally unhelpful and this information was never provided.

The Temporary Receiver has served all known financial institutions which 

potentially hold accounts of any of the Receivership Defendants with the TRO and 

Order Modifying Receivership. At present, no funds have been reported frozen or 

turned over by any financial institutions, although funds may have been previously 

frozen, as discussed below in section (2), below.

Having been advised that the Los Angeles County Sheriff had seized 

computers containing electronic communications of the Receivership Defendants, 

the Temporary Receiver sought to obtain a copy of the database from the Sheriff s 

office. The Sheriff advised the Temporary Receiver that the computers are being 

“forensically examined and it won’t be done for close to six months to a year,” and 

that the electronic information cannot be released to the Temporary Receiver. A 

copy of the e-mail exchange between the Temporary Receiver and the Los Angeles 

County Sheriff is attached hereto as Exhibit 1.

At the invitation and arrangement of Plaintiff s counsel, on April 30, 2018 

the Temporary Receiver’s counsel participated in the deposition of Defendant 

Michael Jackson, a corporate officer of one or more Receivership Defendants. 

Jackson expressed a desire to cooperate fully with the Plaintiff and Temporary 

Receiver. The Temporary Receiver’s counsel conducted part of the examination of

-5-
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Jackson in an effort to learn more about the Receivership Defendants and potential 

assets of the receivership estate. Jackson generally testified to what he referred to 

as a “mortgage scam” which began in early 2017 in which the Receivership 

Defendants apparently would falsely assert an ownership interest in real property- 

secured promissory notes and record fraudulent instruments purporting to show one 

of the Receivership Defendants as property owner. He also described numerous 

other instances of misconduct by Soria, including the wrongful alteration of a 

check, misrepresenting to consumers the relationship between various Receivership 

Defendants, and illicit drug use.

Finally, the Temporary Receiver brought the Receiver’s Ex Parte Application 

and successfully obtained the Order Modifying the Receivership, in order to expand 

the receivership to include subsidiaries, affiliates, successors and assigns of the 

named Receivership Defendants, and to also include the assets of Soria.

(2) The value of all liquidated and unliquidated assets of the 

Receivership Defendants:

No assets have been confirmed to date. Jackson testified that the Los 

Angeles District Attorney had frozen a checking account at Wells Fargo Bank in 

the name of Westwood Legal in the summer of 2017 in the amount of $74,000, but 

this has not been verified as yet. Jackson also testified that Soria owned a Breitling 

watch purchased for between $6,000-$8,000. Other potential assets are under 

investigation, but the information regarding those assets is extremely preliminary.

(3) The sum of all liabilities of the Receivership Defendants:
For the reasons generally described above, including the recovery of any 

meaningful electronic or paper records, the liabilities of the Receivership 

Defendants are presently unknown.

(4) (a) The steps the Temporary Receiver intends to take in the future to 

prevent any diminution in the value of assets of the Receivership 

Defendants:

-6-
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At this point, because assets of the Receivership Defendants are presently 

unknown, no steps have been determined.

(4)(b) The steps the Temporary Receiver intends to take in the future to

pursue receivership assets from third parties:
The Temporary Receiver has begun to preliminarily investigate potential 

assets, however until more is known, future steps have not yet been determined.

(4) (c) The steps the Temporary Receiver intends to take in the future to
adjust the liabilities of the Receivership Defendants, if appropriate.

There is nothing to report to the Court at present, because the liabilities are 

unknown.

(5) The Temporary Receiver’s assessment of whether the business 

can be operated in compliance with the TRO:
The Temporary Receiver does not believe that the business can be operated 

profitably and lawfully as required under the TRO based on the information and 

facts known to date. This includes, among other things: (a) Soria’s refusal to 

communicate with the Receiver and provide necessary documents and information; 

(b) the pleadings submitted by Plaintiff in support of the TRO; (c) Jackson’s 

deposition testimony; (d) Hart’s general refusal to explain legal theories or disclose 

any evidence supportive of the Receivership Defendants; (e) the plethora of 

lawsuits pending against the Receivership Defendants and Soria at the inception of 

the receivership, including at least 22 being handled by Hart or Scotti; (f) the 

review of pleadings from other litigation pending at the inception of the 

receivership; (g) declarations received from Marianna Narovlansky and Mark 

Narovlansky, which support the conclusion that they lost their residence at 

foreclosure principally as a result of the fraudulent conduct of Soria and West 

H&A, LLC (a copy of Mark Narovlansky’s declaration, without exhibits, is 

attached hereto as Exhibit 2); (h) the pendency of criminal proceedings in San 

Joaquin County against Soria in connection with this business enterprise; (i) the Los

-7-
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Angeles County criminal investigation which has resulted in multiple raids on the 

offices of the Receivership Defendants and the residence of their principals and the 

apparent freezing of at least some of the assets of the Receivership Defendants and 

their principals; and (j) the review of mail intercepted by the Temporary Receiver, 

as discussed above, which disclosed a business in which consumer clients’ interests 

were being wholly neglected.

(6) Other matters which the Temporary Receiver believes should be 

brought to the attention of the Court:
On May 3, 2018 the Receiver was advised by Plaintiffs counsel that it 

learned that Soria, through West H&A, LLC and in blatant violation of the TRO, 

opened an escrow for the sale of certain real property with Equity Title. It is 

believed that the property was likely fraudulently placed into the name of West 

H&A. The Temporary Receiver is attempting to obtain the documents from Equity 

Title in connection with this escrow.

Dated: May 4, 2018

Respectfully submitted,

GARY OWEN CARIS 
BARNES & THORNBURG LLP

Bv: /s/ Gary Owen Caris 
GARY OWEN CARTS

Attorneys for Temporary Receiver
ROBB EVANS & ASSOCIATES 
LLC

12315781vl
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From: Gilinets, Alex fmailto:AGiline(Slascl.ortJl 
Sent: Thursday, May 3, 2018 8:20 AM 
To: Brick Kane <bkane(n>robbevans.com>
Subject: Re: West H & A

Hi Brick,

Unfortunately based on the fact the computers are getting forensically examined and it probably won't be done for 
close to six months to a year, we cannot release that information. In the meantime you could notify the potential victims 
that you identify and let them know to contact law-enforcement after they looked at their property profile and were 
able to determine if anything suspicious was going on. That's the best we can do right now with our situation.

Sergeant Alex Gilinets
LASD - Fraud and Cyber Crimes Bureau
Real Estate Fraud Unit
11515 S. Colima Rd. #M-104
Whittier, CA 90604
562-946-8250 (office)
562-522-0780 (cellular) 
agiline@lasd.org

On May 2, 2018, at 1:27 PM, Brick Kane <bkane(5>robbevans.com> wrote:

Sargent Gilinets,

I hope all is well with you.

Yesterday we secured mail from one of the virtual offices on Wilshire Blvd. Among other items, the mail 
included the following:

Three notices of property taxes due 
Six scheduled home sales by Trustees 
One scheduled tax sale 
Three notices of default
Numerous monthly billing statements from lenders showing large amounts of mortgage payments due, 
but unpaid.

We were informed by Michael Jackson, a cooperating former employee, that Soria maintained all client 
information on his computer. Would it be possible for us to obtain a copy of that database? Except for 
the mail, we have not located any consumer information. We are very concerned about homeowners 
who are not aware that they were part of this fraud and may be in the process of losing their homes.

l
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Thank you for your consideration.

Brick Kane 
President
Robb Evans & Associates LLC 
11450 Sheldon St.
Sun Valley, CA 91352 
(818)683-1061 
www.robbevans.com

2
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Arash Arjang, Esq. (SBN 276237) 
Michael Avanesian, Esq. (SBN 278685) 
Maria N. Kabayan, Esq. (SBN 315001) 
JT LEGAL GROUP, APC 
801 N. Brand Blvd., Suite 1130 
Glendale, California 91203 
Tel: 818.276.2466 | Fax: 818.588.4125 
Michael@j tlegalgroup.com 
Maria@jtlegalgroup.com 
Arash@jtlegalgroup.com

Attorneys for
MARK NAROVLANSKY and 
MARIANNA NAROVLANSKY

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

NATION STAR MORTGAGE, LLC, Case No. 2:18-CV-03041 DSF (RAOx)

Plaintiff,

vs.

PATRICK JOSEPH SORIA, ET AT

JUDGE: Hon. Dale S. Fischer 
CTRM.: 7D

DECLARATION OF MARK 
NAROVLANSKY

Defendants.

TO THE HONORABLE DALE S. FISCHER AND THE PARTIES:

I, MARK NAROVLANSKY, declare as follows:

1. 1 am sixty-nine (69) years old, and I am legally competent to make this 

declaration. 1 make this declaration based on my own personal knowledge, and if called upon, I 

would and could competently testify as to the facts stated herein.

2. This Court correctly found that NATIONSTAR established that Defendants have 

engaged and are likely to continue to engage in acts or practices that violate California Business 

& Professions Code § 17200. This Court also correctly found, that the evidence shows “an 

egregious, knowing fraud that victimizes financial institutions, investors, and the public.”

1
DECLARATION OF MARK NAROVLANSKY
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3. While this Court and the general public is now familiar with Patrick Soria’s 

fraudulent schemes, and has learned about how NATIONSTAR and other financial institutions 

were victimized by Patrick Soria and his cohorts, I am submitting this declaration to the Court, 

so that this Court can understand how the public, including my wife and I, has become a victim 

of these fraudulent schemes.

4. My wife, MARIANNA NAROVLANSKY, and I, were one of the hundreds (or 

thousands) of home owners who fell victim to Defendant PATRICK JOSEPH SORlA’s fraud 

and deceit.

5. While NATIONSTAR and other banks may have lost revenue and incurred legal 

fees and expenses, which they will arguably recover because of their secured interests, my wife 

and I lost our home, which we had worked so hard over the years to obtain.

6. On or about March 1998, my wife and I purchased our home, located at 125 S. 

Rexford Dr., Apt. 201, Beverly Hills, CA 90212. This was our dream home, located in the heart 

of Beverly Hills. Attached as Exhibit “A” is a true and correct copy of the Grant Deed.

7. Over the years, my wife and I made a lot of improvements to our home, Pictures 

of our home can be seen on public websites such as Zillow.

8. On or about October 2007, we refinanced our home with Countrywide. Attached 

as Exhibit “B” is a true and correct copy of the Deed of Trust.

9. Approximately 10 years later, in March 2017, Zieve, Brodnax & Steel, LLP, 

recorded a notice of default against our home.

10. At the time, we were looking to refinance our home, and were examining other 

options such as a loan modification. We were behind on our mortgage by approximately 

$47,853.43,

11. At the time the notice of default was recorded, our home was worth 

approximately $1,800,000.00. We owed approximately $980,000.00. There was plenty of 

equity in our home, and we had a lot of options available to us.

12. Unfortunately, in or about December 2016, 1 heard one of West H&A’s

advertisements on the radio and l decided to give them a call.
__2 _
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13. I remember that the advertisement stated that the rules had changed regarding 

mortgage banking, and that I would be able to obtain a loan modification through Westwood 

Legal at a very affordable rate.

14. Sometime later, I went into Westwood Legal’s office, located at 433 N. Camden 

Dr., Beverly Hills, CA 90210.

15. I met with an individual there who referred to himself as Spencer. Later on, I 

learned that “Spencer” is really Patrick Joseph Soria.

16. Soria was a smooth talker, and he stated that he had helped thousands of other 

homeowners by helping them prevent foreclosures because of the new government programs. 

Soria also stated that his own company could also refinance the loan.

17. After submitting documents and meeting with Soria at his office, I received a 

welcome letter by e-mail from West Holdings and Acquisitions, LLC. Attached as Exhibit “C” 

is a true and correct copy of the Welcome Letter;

18. Based on my oral and written conversations with Soria, and the letters I received 

from West H&A, I started making mortgage payments to West Holdings and Acquisitions, 

LLC. Attached as Exhibit “D” is a true and correct copy of my first monthly mortgage 

statement. Attached as Exhibit “E” is a true and correct copy of my mortgage payment 

vouchers.

19. My wife and I started making our mortgage payments to West Holdings & 

Acquisitions, LLC, paying $1,529.33. We also paid a $5,000.00 fee to West H&A, in order to 

get the process started.

20. Over the next month or two, we continued to make our monthly mortgage 

payments, but one of my neighbors told me about an upcoming sale date. I was surprised 

because I was making mortgage payments, but became concerned and went to meet with Soria.

21. In that meeting Soria promised me that everything was fine, and he told me not 

to worry about a thing. Soria said that he had taken care of all the previous defaults and that 

West H&A was my new lender.

3
DECLARATION OF MARK NAROVLANSKY
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22. Soria even called me and said that he had arranged for a conference call with the 

bank and he invited me to join in on the conference call. On the date this conference call was 

supposed to happen, Soria called me and said the conference call was cancelled, but that he 

would be in touch with the bank to let them know that he was my new lender.

23. Soria showed me documents that he had filed with the County Recorder’s office 

and said there was nothing to worry about.

24. Based on these representations, and Soria’s representations that he was my new 

lender, I felt safe and thought that West H&A was my new lender.

25. However, in late July 2017, our home was sold at a foreclosure sale for 

$1,330,500.00.

26. We had no idea what was happening, and when we called Soria to find out what 

was going on, he continued to state that the bank had made a mistake and that everything was 

going to be fine.

27. Unable to get a clear answer, in November 2017, we were evicted from our 

home, and we had moments to gather our belongings before the sheriffs kicked us out of our 

home.

28. My wife and I were also sped fically instructed not to touch any of the fixtures in 

the house, and we had to leave our chandeliers and many other memorable items in our home, 

once we were evicted.

29. At our old age, we are now without a home.

30. As a result of this foreclosure, my wife MARIANNA has been diagnosed with 

major depressive disorder, anxiety, panic attacks, and insomnia. MARIANNA is 71 years old, 

and I can barely manage our living situation. I am the only one left for her, and I am the only 

one who can give her emotional support.

31. After the foreclosure sale, there was a total amount of approximately 

$335,000.00 in surplus funds that was deposited with the Superior Court of California, County 

of Los Angeles, Case No. SS028674., entitled In re: 125 S. Rexford Drive, Apt 201, Beverly 

Hills, CA 90212.
4
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32. We filed a claim with the Superior Court, so that we could obtain the surplus 

funds in order to manage our living situation, especially at our old age.

33. Soria, through his attorney, Neil Scotti, also filed a claim for the surplus funds, 

and is asserting that the surplus funds belong to West H&A. Attached as Exhibit “F” is a true 

and correct copy of the claim, which is supported by Soria’s declaration. It was not enough for 

Soria to cause us to lose our home; now he is going after the surplus funds, which belong to us.

34. Because of his fraudulent conduct, and his fraudulent attempts to steal our 

surplus funds, we had to hire an attorney and sue Soria and his company for fraud. A civil 

lawsuit is now pending in the Superior Court for the County of Los Angeles, Case No. 

SC128991.

35. Our surplus funds have been tied up in legal proceedings because of Soria’s 

fraudulent conduct, and my wife and I are left with nothing to care after ourselves.

I declare under the penalty of peijury and under the laws of the State of California that the 

foregoing is true and correct and based on my own personal knowledge. This declaration is 

executed on April 3o> 2018, in Beverly Hills, California.

Dated:

By
Mark Narovlansky
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